
MODULINE POOLSIDE
 FENCING

Q
Double Gate Assembly and Installation Instructions

Assembly

Poolside gates are generally 1.2m high and 0.95m
wide. Other width gates can easily be made by
increasing or decreasing the number of vertical bars
and cutting the rail lengths to suit.

Components -

2 Gate stile
2 Rail (cut from full rail)
7 19mm square bars7
2 Pool channel (cut from full pool channel)
4 50mm square black cap
1 50mm square post, 2.1m
1 50mm square post, 1.8m
24 Tek screws painted
1 Magna Latch
1 Tru close hinge pair (note: Heavy duty Truclose

hinges are recommended for gates 1.2m wide
or more)
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Use 4 tek screws
per corner

Bottom rail with
drainage hole

19mm square
inserted into pool
channel

Pool channel

19mm square
uprights

Rail cut to lengthGate stile

Step 1 - Cut rails to length using a hacksaw.  Rails
should be cut to the desired width of gate less 102mm.
Ensure this cut is square and file burrs off.  Wipe swarf
off with a soft cloth.

Step 2 - Cut the pool channel to the same length as
the rails using a hacksaw or tinsnips. Ensure the
amount trimmed is the same each end.  Wipe swarf
off with a soft cloth.

Step 3 - Assemble panel as per pool fence panel
assembly sheet.

Step 4 - Assemble stiles, rails and panel then tek
screw rail to gate stile channel.

Cut off the same
length at each end
so pool channel
length equals rail
length
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Double Gate Assembly and Installation continued
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Step 4 - Now with the 2nd gate ensure the centre
uprights are level before tek screwing hinges. Use
only 2 tek screws per hinge initially, then check with
a level before fixing remaining tek screws on all hinges.

Step 5 - Fix long cane bolts using galvanised tek
screws. (do not use plated screws packed with cane
bolts)

Step 6 - Fix D-latch using galvanised tek screws, refer
sketch.

Installation

Components

2 Gate Posts 600mm longer than heights of 
gates

2 Gates
2 Pairs of Butt Hinges
2 Long Cane Bolts
1 D-latch

Tek screws and Caps

Step 1 - Concrete in gate posts while installing fencing.
Be sure to set posts vertical and plumb using a good
level. Make sure the opening gaps are correct. Measure
both at the base and tops of the posts. Make sure the
tops of posts are correct heights above the ground
and level. Allow concrete around gate posts to harden
at least over night before hanging the gates.

Step 2 - Fix the butt hinges to the gate first. Tek screw
these on at approximately 100mm from the top and
100mm from the bottom. Initially fix hinges using only
two tek screws per hinge. It is recommended that
the hinges be face mounted, as shown in the
drawing below.

Step 3 - Fix the first gate to the post. Support the gate
on blocks so that the gate top is level with the top of
the post, again use only two tek screws per hinge.
Level gate before securing.

Bolt lever bar
firmly

Optional handle for
taller gates. Slots
through to front of
gate.

Black caps, tek screw
into both sides

D-latch

Max 5mm

Striker Bar
fixed to walk
through gate

Q

10mm
Gap

Metal Cap

Approx.
100mm

Level

Fix Hinges to Face
of Posts, Use Tek
Screws Supplied

65 x 65mm
Gate Post

Tek Screws Long
Cane Bolts on

Gap
Approx. 20mm

Dyna Drill Holes
into Concrete

Approx.
100mm
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